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Automation and inequalities
•

Automation is an extremely complex phenomenon

•

Guiding narrative of this talk: such phenomena call for a pluralist approach
•

•

Your studies can be part of an over-arching pluralist research program
•

•

Does not necessarily manifest itself in every study: you cannot always be
pluralist

Requires breaks and re-embedding of what you are doing into your broader
research program → need for a pluralist meta-framework

This talk: provide some inspirations where different parts of a pluralist research
program on automation might come from
•

Invite you to take yourself the freedom of being ‘too simple but productive’…

•

Encourage you to keep the idealism of a truly pluralist approach
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The multi-level character
of automation
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The multi-level character of automation
•

•

A pluralist approach is characterised by considering
•

…different ontological levels without pre-priorization micro or macro

•

…the relevance of both bottom-up and top-down effects

Provide short examples for each level when studying automation:
Micro

Meso

Firms engage in automation tasks
in very heterogeneous ways

Employment sectors are affected
very differently by automation

Macro
Automation fundamentally alters
prospects for development models
Claudius Gräbner-Radkowitsch
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The multi-level character of automation
Micro: firms engage in automation differently

What are the implications of robot
adoption on the rm level?

C 2021 Royal Economic Society. Published by Oxford University Press.
The Economic Journal, 131 (August), 2553–2584 https://doi.org/10.1093/ej/ueab009 !
All rights reserved. For permissions please contact journals.permissions@oup.com.
Advance Access Publication Date: 30 January 2021

RO B OT S A N D F I R M S ∗
Michael Koch, Ilya Manuylov and Marcel Smolka

•

Dif cult to study: requires rm level data

•

Robot-adopting rms are usually larger and more productive than nonadopting rms by time of adoption

We study the microeconomic implications of robot adoption using a rich panel data set of Spanish manufacturing firms over a 27-year period (1990–2016). We provide causal evidence on two central questions:
(1) Which firm characteristics prompt firms to adopt robots? (2) What is the impact of robots on adopting
firms relative to non-adopting firms? To address these questions, we look at our data through the lens of
recent attempts in the literature to formalise the implications of robot technology. As for the first question, we
establish robust evidence for positive selection, i.e., ex ante better performing firms (measured through output
and labour productivity) are more likely to adopt robots. On the other hand, conditional on size, ex ante more
skill-intensive firms are less likely to do so. As for the second question, we find that robot adoption generates
substantial output gains in the vicinity of 20–25% within four years, reduces the labour cost share by 5–7%
points, and leads to net job creation at a rate of 10%. These results are robust to controlling for non-random
selection into robot adoption through a difference-in-differences approach combined with a propensity score
reweighting estimator. To further validate these results, we also offer structural estimates of total factor productivity (TFP) where robot technology enters the (endogenous) productivity process of firms. The results
demonstrate a positive causal effect of robots on productivity as well as a complementarity between robots
and exporting in boosting productivity.

The rise of robot technology has sparked an intense debate about the economic effects of robot
adoption.1 A key concern in this debate is that robots ‘steal’ jobs from humans. A recent study
by Acemoglu and Restrepo (2020) fuels this concern, finding large negative effects of robots on
employment and wages across US commuting zones. Other important economic variables like
productivity growth, output prices, or even educational attainment are also affected by the rise of
robot technology, as evidenced by Graetz and Michaels (2018) and Dauth et al. (2018). However,
a considerable challenge in the entire literature so far is the lack of micro-level information
on actual robot use. The few existing studies all resort to macro-level information by industry
to construct measures of local or regional robot exposure. While this approach is useful in
estimating the aggregate economic effects of robots, it makes the crucial assumption that all
firms in a given industry have the same ability and willingness to adopt robots. It does not take
6
seriously the possibility that some firms are considerably more likely to adopt robots (and thus
fi

Export-oriented rms are ceteris paribus more likely to adopt robots

fi

•

fi

Conditioned on productivity, more skill-intensive rms are more likely to adopt

fi

•

fi

fi

•

Who adopts robots?

fi

•

The multi-level character of automation
Micro: firms engage in automation differently
•

Due to study design the authors nd that robot adoption…
•

…causes rms to be more productive (>20% within 4 years)

•

…helps rms to reduce their labor costs (>5% within 4 years; no effect on
wages)

•

…facilitates employment of new (low and high-skill) workers (>10% within 4
years)
2554

In the end, for Spain the authors nd a net creation
of about 10%

•

fi

fi

fi

fi
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At the same time, jobs at competing nonadopters are destroyed → ‘ef cient’ relocation

fi

•

the economic jo

7 a
Fig. 1. Evolution of Firm-level Employment
Notes: Panels (a) and (b) depict, respectively, the evolutio

The multi-level character of automation
Micro: firms engage in automation differently

This is a state-of-the art mainstream paper, with relatively little
theory and focus on ‘identi cation’.

What the approach highlights:
Neat identi cation of a most likely causal
effect from quantitative data
• Focus on overall ef ciency/productivity
gains/losses
• Heterogeneity across rms
•

What’s not at centre stage:
Heterogeneity (race, gender, sector, …)
• Dynamic costs of relocation
• (Institutional) mechanisms driving results
• Macroeconomic determinants and
implications/dependencies
•

fi

fi

fi

fi
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The multi-level character of automation
•

•

A pluralist approach is characterised by considering
•

…different ontological levels without pre-priorization micro or macro

•

…the relevance of both bottom-up and top-down effects

Provide short examples for each level when studying automation:
Micro
Employment sectors are affected
very differently by automation

Macro
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The multi-level character of automation

Meso: sectors are affected by automation differently
rm-level studies focus on the effect from an employer perspective
•

But whose job is more likely to be threatened by automation?

•

Direct data: the statistical technician faces a higher risk of being replaced by
software than the childcare worker

•

But also: indirect network effects:
•

Automation creates new jobs that require skills statistical technicians typically possess
and might ‘push’ other people into the care sector

fi
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The multi-level character of automation

Meso: sectors are affected by automation differently
•

Dif cult to capture both direct and indirect effects with conventional
economic tools

•

Moreover, automation comes with numerous structural transitions →
persistent disequilibrium dynamics

•

•

Network analysis and agent-based models well suited to account for them

•

The study of skill similarity and labor ows also has a long tradition in
evolutionary economic geography and complexity economics

Example: del Rio-Chanona et al.
(2021) use data from the USA to
construct an occupational mobility
network

fl

fi
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The multi-level character of automation

Meso: constructing an occupational mobility network
General idea: quantify ease to move between jobs
•

25
frequency

•

(a)
20
15

Foundational idea: relatedness of required capabilities10
5

0

Empirical operationalisation: network based on data on job transitions:

r,
if i = j
Ai,j =
{(1 − r) Pi,j, if i ≠ j
•

i and j are indices for occupations

•

r: probability to change job within the
same sector

•

Pi,j : empirical probability to move out
from occupation i to occupation j

(b)
probability of computerization
1.0

1.0

pharmacy
aides

statistical
technicians

://royalsocietypublishing.org/ on 02 September 2022

•

0.8
0.2
0.4
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Figure 1. Estimates of automatability in the occupational mobility network. (a) A
histogram of the probability of computerization for different occupations as estimated by Frey and Osborne [8], suggesting a bimodal distribution. (b) The12
occupational mobility network, where nodes represent occupations and links rep-

The multi-level character of automation
Meso: an ABM on an occupational mobility network

The network then determines the probability that a worker from sector i
applies for a job in sector j
•

work
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The model is able to replicate several labor market regularities, e.g.:
vacancy rate (%)

•

Simulation in an ABM and analytical approximation using dynamical systems
theory → disequilibrium framework without rationality assumptions

vacancy rate (%)

•

e
m
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Figure
3. The Beveridge curve. In each panel, we plot the unemployment and vacancy rate. (a) The historical Beveridge curve for th
a) The historical Beveridge curve for the United States, 2001–2018.
Different
are highlighted
different colours. (b)
Movement ofof
the automation
Beveridge curve due to changes in labour market frictions. In parti
• It
can
then
beweused
to periods
study
expected
effect
ges in labour
market
frictions.
In particular,
plot the difference
between
a the with
network, with no skill mismatch frictions versus the empirical occupational mobility network. Each dot corresponds to the st
twork. Each dot corresponds to the steady-state unemploymentcomplete
and vacancy
rate for for different
pairs of values of δu and δv. The highlighted points correspond to the unemployment and vacancy rate of the mo
ployment and vacancy rate of the model using the calibrated parameters.
(c)
The December
Beveridge
curve generated
by our model. The parameters of the model are calibrated to match the empirical Beveridge 13
curve be
Claudius
Gräbner-Radkowitsch
atch the empirical Beveridge curve between December 2007 and
The dashed lines correspond to the deterministic approximation of equations (3.1)–(3.3), and solid green lines to the full sto
), and solid green lines to the full stochastic model simulation2018.
of equations
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Meso: the effect of automation in a network-based ABM
Data on risk and extent of automation was taken from Frey & Osbourne
(2017), who conducted expert interviews andmillion
trainedFrey
a model
and Osborne shock

•

(a)

Shocks as a

•

Even if there
unemployment due to relocation effects:

0.03
2010

unemployment
rate (%)

(b)

6
4

pharmacy aides

mind that we
have 2020
kept both
total aggregate
target
2010
2030the 2040
2050
2060
demand
(b) and all the model parameters constant. This is
consistent with our result that the steady state explicitly
occupational mobility network
childcare workers
depends on the network structure and the target demand in
6 (see electronic supplementary material, eqs.
each occupation
(S60–S64) for details). The fact that we see this shift when we
complete network
change
the
target
demand
demonstrates
the key role that the
pharmacy aides
4
network structure plays in determining the steady-state and
2010
2020 that2030
2050
2060 in
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
transient behaviour.
Note
there is2040
no noticeable
shift
(c)
the steady state for the complete network.
3
occupational
mobilityshock
network
We conjecture that the
Frey and Osborne
causes such
occupational mobility network
persistent effects since automation levels of neighbouring
2
occupations tend to be similar. This has two effects: it means
complete where
networkworkers
that there are some regions of the network
complete network
1 jobs, and others where workers get trapped
easily find new
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the Frey and Osborne shock on unemployment and long-term unemployment at the occupation level. The green dots are for the occupational
•
d the red dots are for the complete network. The size of the green dots is proportional to the employment of the occupation they represent. (a)
ge in the unemployment rate versus the automation level for each occupation, and (b) the same thing for the long-term unemployment rate.
sults demonstrates that, due to network effects, the automation level only partially explains occupational unemployment.

Taking into account network and out-of-equilibrium effects highlights nontrivial heterogeneities and dependencies that remain invisible otherwise

Acemoglu & Restrepo (2019) / Graetz & Michaelis (2018) stressing productivityemployment trade-off
occupational mobility network instead of the complete neto each occupation also affect unemployment
•

work. We measure the network effects by taking the
or Brynjolfsson et al. [34] shock).
•
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Meso: the effect of automation in a network-based ABM
–25

•

Effect of automation on
occupations depends not
only on the occupation…
•

1.0

…but also on occupations
that are similar

probability of computerization
(automation level)

f the Frey and Osborne shock on unemployment and long-term unemployment at the occupation level. The green dots are for the occupational
nd the red dots are for the complete network. The size of the green dots is proportional to the employment of the occupation they represent. (a)
nge in the unemployment rate versus the automation level for each occupation, and (b) the same thing for the long-term unemployment rate.
results demonstrates that, due to network effects, the automation level only partially explains occupational unemployment.

This is a data-driven complexity economics study

to each occupation also affect unemployment
for Brynjolfsson et al. [34] shock).
to highlight some specific cases to make the
work effects more clear. Both dispatchers and
s have a high probability of computerization
2. Still the automation shock causes a 21%
•
dispatchers’ long-term unemployment, while
aides’ long-term
unemployment decreases by
•
Some occupations experience the opposite
ne would expect. Statistical technicians and
s are likely to be automated (with a probability
•
tion above 0.6), while childcare workers and
not (with a probability of computerization
owever, statistical technicians and pharmacy
heir long-term unemployment, while childcare
ectricians increase theirs. This is due to the fact
vely easy for statistical technicians and phartransfer to jobs in other occupations with

occupational mobility network instead of the complete network. We measure the network effects by taking the
difference between the percentage change in unemployment
rates in the two cases (i.e. the difference between the green
and the black dots in figure 5). If the difference is positive,
the network effects are detrimental—the occupation faces
• a
larger increase in (long-term) unemployment. In figure 6, we
•
compare the network effects with the median wage of occupations. We find that occupations with low median wage are
•
more likely to face detrimental network effects, while almost
all high wage occupations have better outcomes with the
empirical network than with the complete network.

What the approach highlights:
Interdependence of economic actors
Transition effects and out-of-equilibrium
dynamics
Exploitation of ‘unconventional’ data

What’s not at centre stage:
Theory-laddenness of observation
Political economy aspects sidelined
No clear economic motivation imposed on
actors

3.3.5. Network structure
We further explore how the network structure affects the
impact of automation on
employmentGräbner-Radkowitsch
in the electronic supClaudius
plementary material, section S5. First, we run the model on
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The multi-level character of automation
•

•

A pluralist approach is characterised by considering
•

…different ontological levels without pre-priorization micro or macro

•

…the relevance of both bottom-up and top-down effects

Provide short examples for each level when studying automation:
Micro

Automation fundamentally alters
prospects for development models
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The multi-level character of automation

Macro: the effect of automation on catch-up development
Most studies on the macroeconomic effects of automation are on countries
in the Global North
•

•

•

Automation effects depend on institutions → socio-historic speci city

Cali & Presidente (2022) study the effect of robot adoption in Indonesia
•

No signs of a productivity-employment trade-off: low rate of automation, low
productivity and diminishing returns to adoption

•

Automation as an opportunity of leapfrogging?

But: automation also a ‘threat’ to manufacturing-led catching-up

Cheap labor less important for
success on international
markets

Automation as a way to
shorten global VAC

More immediate avenues for
automation in rich countries

Claudius Gräbner-Radkowitsch
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•

The multi-level character of automation

Macro: the effect of automation on catch-up development

•

Developing countries are less threatened by
automation

•

But also: less promises of reaping productivity
bene ts

•

Here automation not different but more
extreme than technological change in general

“

countries should focus on ensuring that they can master every
new technology and exploit every new opportunity that
comes their way.”
Ricardo Hausmann

fi
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The multi-level character of automation
Macro: Economic Complexity and automation
•

Economic complexity is a concept
akin to the approach of evolutionary
economic geographers

•

Quantify the relatedness of economic
activities
•

Research shows that countries with
central capabilities tend to be more
successful

•

They are more likely to reap the
bene ts from automation → possibility
for further polarisation at the global
level

•

Without technological transfers and
subsidies risk of divergence

fi
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The multi-level character of automation
Macro: Economic Complexity and automation
•

In the EU, the paradigm of economic complexity is very successful in
identifying root causes of socio-economic polarisation (Gräbner et al. 2022)
•

But also: policy options addressing these inequalities

•

For more information see my 2019 EAEPE workshop and for an illustration a
2022 handbook chapter

The Economic Complexity Approach to Economic Development
What the approach highlights:
Structural dependencies in the world
economy
• The links between micro and Marco when it
comes to capability accumulation
• The danger of lock-ins and divergence
•

What’s not at centre stage:
Political economy aspects often sidelined
• A rather new approach: only few work on
ecological dimension
•

Claudius Gräbner-Radkowitsch
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Implications and
conclusions
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Mainstream
economics

Complexity
economics

• Heterogeneity on the rm

• Direct and indirect

level
• Potentials for e ciency
transformation
• Interesting approaches to
identify causal e ects

• Relatedness of knowledge
• Relevance of path
dependencies
• Unequal starting points in
di erent countries, danger
of polarisation

Evolutionary
economics

Automation

And many more…

• Relevance of culture and non-market institutions
• Gender- or race-dimension of automation
• Ecological implications of automation
•…

fi

ff

ff

ffi
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interdependencies
across sectors
• Heterogeneous e ects
on employees
• Relevance of out-ofequilibrium and
adjustment dynamics
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A pluralist view on automation
•

Its usually a great idea to think about the broader frame of your research
•

Eases the burden of necessary simpli cations in the single analysis

•

At times its good to think how your smaller steps can amount to a real leap
of understanding

•

To this end, building an overall meta-theoretical framework is necessary

•

Different paradigms come with
different meta-theoretical
assumptions
In your work, you must ensure
consistency of what you use

Applied work
Concrete theories,
models
Methodology
Views on how to create knowledge
in practice
Epistemology
Views on how knowledge about the subject of
investigation can be - in principal - created.
Ontology
What is the subject of investigation? What are its essential
properties?

Claudius Gräbner-Radkowitsch
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•
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A pluralist view on automation
The concept of systemism can be a very
useful guidance in this respect
•

•

•

Top-down
effects

Bottom-up
effects

Provides a blueprint and a philosophical
framework
Helps you explicate the elements of your
approach and link it to alternatives

Meso level
(e.g., firms)
Top-down
effects

Bottom-up
effects

Micro level
(e.g., individuals)

Application example: polarisation in the European Union
•

This handbook chapter summarises ~8 papers on the subject

•

Relates macroeconomic polarisation, sectoral specialisation and rm-level
learning within one consistent systemist framework

Claudius Gräbner-Radkowitsch
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•

Macro level
(e.g., nations)

This talk hopefully….
•

…provided some inspirations for where different parts of a pluralist research
program on automation might come from
•

Convinced you that it is okay to take the freedom of being ‘too simple but
productive’…

•

Encouraged you to keep the idealism of a truly pluralist and comprehensive
approach to a fundamental challenge of our times

Thanks for your attention

Claudius Gräbner-Radkowitsch
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Macro effects of automation
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10.1596/978-1-4648-1174-6
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For an introduction to the political economy of economic complexity see my presentation at the 2019 EAEPE Pre-Conference:
https://claudius-graebner.com/teaching/lecture-material/politicaleconcomplexity2019.html
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Thanks for your attention
Complexity
economics

Mainstream
economics

• Direct and indirect

• Heterogeneity on the rm

level
• Potentials for e ciency
transformation
• Interesting approaches to
identify causal e ects

• Relatedness of knowledge
• Relevance of path
dependencies
• Unequal starting points in
di erent countries, danger
of polarisation
Evolutionary
economics

Automation

And many more…

• Relevance of culture and non-market institutions
• Gender- or race-dimension of automation
• Ecological implications of automation
•…
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interdependencies
across sectors
• Heterogeneous e ects
on employees
• Relevance of out-ofequilibrium and
adjustment dynamics
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